The Great Principle of Self-Government

Popular Sovereignty and Bleeding Kansas

by Nicole Etcheson

Now, my friends, if we will only act conscientiously and rigidly upon this great principle of popular sovereignty, which guarantees to each State and Territory the right to do as it pleases on all things, local and domestic, instead of Congress interfering, we will continue at peace one with another. . . . Under that principle we have become, from a feeble nation, the most powerful on the face of the earth, and if we only adhere to that principle, we can go forward increasing in territory, in power, in strength and in glory until the Republic of America shall be the North Star that shall guide the friends of freedom throughout the civilized world. And why can we not adhere to the great principle of self-government, upon which our institutions were originally based?

—Senator Stephen A. Douglas, 1858.

Engaged in a struggle to salvage his political career, Stephen A. Douglas spoke these words to his constituents in Ottawa, Illinois, during his famous debates with Abraham Lincoln. In Douglas’s view, popular sovereignty was nothing less than the “great principle of self-government” itself. He had equated the two before and would do so again. Popular sovereignty, as one historian has pointed out, “rested on a historic, enduring, and deeply held belief in the capacity of the American people not only to govern themselves but to do what
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was right.” But if the connection between popular sovereignty and democracy was so clear, as Douglas certainly believed, why then do so many historians condemn popular sovereignty as a failure? And if democracy would result in “right” decisions, why did so many people defy majority rule on the slavery issue in the 1850s?

Popular sovereignty’s problems were twofold. First, the democratic nature of popular sovereignty did not simplify its “practical application.” Flawed voter registration and ballot counting marred self-government’s implementation. Second, rather than showing democracy’s transparency, implementing popular sovereignty revealed the difficulty of reconciling majority rule with constitutional rights and morality.

Lewis Cass, the longtime governor of Michigan Territory and Democratic presidential candidate in 1848, proposed popular sovereignty to resolve the tensions of United States expansion in the 1840s. Cass’s popular sovereignty was shaped by his belief in self-government, his desire for a moderate solution to the sectional tensions raised by expansion, and his indifference to slavery as a moral issue. Cass, of course, failed to win in 1848, and it was Zachary Taylor, a Whig, who would face the crisis over slavery in the territories acquired from Mexico. The Compromise of 1850 resolved those sectional tensions by providing sops to both sides. California became a free state, Utah and New Mexico territories were organized without restrictions as to slavery—although few people expected slavery to prosper there—and the South received a new, much more stringent law for the recovery of runaway slaves. Although the Fugitive Slave Law would give impetus to the abolitionist movement through propaganda such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin, in which Harriet Beecher Stowe powerfully depicted the plight of the fugitive slave mother Eliza, Northerners and Southerners hailed the Compromise of 1850 as bringing a “final” resolution of slavery agitation. The issue only arose again when Stephen A. Douglas, the powerful Illinois senator, sought to organize the territory west of Iowa and Missouri.

Douglas adopted Cass’s idea of popular sovereignty. It offered a “pragmatic,” middle-ground approach to the slavery issue and also was compatible with Douglas’s strong belief in local self-government. But more important, popular sovereignty made possible expansion, which Dou-

A strong supporter of local self-government, Illinois senator Stephen A. Douglas introduced the Kansas–Nebraska bill, which embodied the principle of popular sovereignty.

glas championed enthusiastically. What an earlier era called “Manifest Destiny,” the divine plan for the United States to fill up the continent, Douglas now embodied as “Young America.” Unfortunately, that plan had stalled. Territories had been acquired but not organized.6

In late 1853 Iowa senator Augustus C. Dodge introduced a bill to organize the territory west of his state. Douglas revised and reintroduced the measure in January 1854 as the Kansas–Nebraska bill, dividing the northern part of the Louisiana Purchase into the territories of Kansas and Nebraska and repealing the 1820 Missouri Compromise’s prohibition of slavery there. Douglas argued that the popular sovereignty provision of the Kansas–Nebraska Act essentially was the nonintervention formula that had been used in the 1850 Utah and New Mexico territorial bills. That was not quite the case, however, and there is reason to think that Douglas did not really believe his own argument. But Douglas needed to remove the prohibition on slavery to attain Southern support for a bill to organize the territories, and he needed a rationale acceptable to Northern constituents for repealing the Missouri Compromise prohibition. The repeal, however, provoked a backlash of opposition from Northerners. Despite the outcry, and a split in the Democratic Party itself, Douglas and his political allies pushed the bill through Congress. President Franklin Pierce signed it into law in May 1854. Cass, who had at first been “shocked” by Douglas’s repeal of the Missouri Compromise line, gave the bill his imprimatur as the “Father of Popular Sovereignty.” When the Kansas–Nebraska bill passed the upper house, Lewis Cass crowed, “I congratulate the Senate on the triumph of squatter sovereignty.”7

The Kansas–Nebraska Act granted settlers in Kansas Territory powers unheard of in earlier territories. Territorial status presumed residents’ dependency on the national government. But the Kansas–Nebraska bill gave residents of the territory far more self-government than usual: not only did the legislation reverse the presumption that Congress decided whether a territory could have slavery or freedom, it exempted territorial legislation from congressional approval and gave the territorial legislature power to override the governor’s veto. Earlier territories had not possessed these powers. Missouri politician Thomas Hart Benton opposed Kansas–Nebraska on the grounds that the principle of popular sovereignty was not applicable to the territories at all, as properly they were considered minors and wards of the nation. Others supported Kansas–Nebraska precisely because it removed the assumption of territorial residents’ political immaturity. As Kansas settlers themselves later boasted in a July Fourth toast to “The Territory of Kansas,” “her citizens are capable of governing themselves.”8 Whether one agreed with it or not, Kansas–Nebraska invested the territory’s residents with the right to make a momentous political decision.

Although some settlers explicitly avowed an attachment for or against slavery, many merely engaged in what an observer called the “grand Kansas Land Lottery.”9 Land speculation and economic advancement interested them more than did slavery or abolition. Neighboring Missourians in particular crossed into Kansas, established claims, and then returned to Missouri to await the official land sales.9 Frontiersmen organized claim associations to protect their rights. In one case, squatters along Salt Creek passed a series of resolutions where-

---

by they bound themselves to protect members’ claims. The resolutions spoke of a “bona fide intention of occupying,” the necessity of marking claims clearly, and a two-week deadline for beginning construction of a building, but they did not specify that the squatter had to be living on the claim.Absentee claims, long accepted on the frontier, created the problem of claim jumping. To further complicate land sales, Congress opened the territory to settlement before extinguishing Indian title. New England settler Edward Fitch complained that he had to buy his claim twice from squatters. Such claim disputes also troubled the establishment of the New England-settled town of Lawrence. Many a later violent dispute that exacerbated Kansas’s political turmoil had its roots in disagreements about the rightful ownership of a land claim. But land claim disputes, even violent ones, were not the only problem.

Even when many settlers had economic rather than political motives, popular sovereignty politicized the migration. Samuel C. Pomeroy reported to Amos Lawrence, who was the financial backer of the New England Emigrant Aid Company,

The roads are lined with teams from the border states, and in about every fifth or eighth wagon you will see a sprinkling of negro slaves. Don’t make yourselves believe that the slave holders have given up Kansas! A terrible struggle is before us at this very first Election. They are determined to have a law recognizing slavery at the very first meeting of the Legislature. If [they] do not get it at the first Legislature they never will!!

Pomeroy merely made explicit what everyone knew. Settlers could be expected to vote for or against slavery based on their regional background and stake in the institution. As expected, large numbers of settlers came from neighboring Missouri and were friendly to slavery. Less expected, however, was a small but increasingly notorious migration from New England. A large migration from the “Old Northwest” and mid-Atlantic states, although not as noted, constituted a substantial portion of Kansas Territory’s population. But the equation of settlers with voters was not straightforward.

12. Samuel C. Pomeroy to Amos Lawrence, September 22, 1854, University of Kansas History Collection (Library and Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society, photograph).
13. In 1855 Missourians made up 46.5 percent of the territory’s population. “Old Northwest” and mid-Atlantic state migrants made up almost a third and New Englanders constituted 4.3 percent of Kansas’s population. The remainder had emigrated from abroad or were children born in the territory. See Kansas Territorial Census, 1855.
In preparation for the March 1855 election of a territorial legislature a census was taken. Clearly those listed as voters on the territorial census had the right to vote in that election. But what about adult white males who arrived in the territory after the census had been taken, but before election day? Census taker William Barbee testified that, owing to the dry late winter weather, there were many such settlers. Could they vote? And what about the many Missourians with claims in the territory who still technically resided in Missouri? Did they have a right to vote? Also, many a migrant who arrived found Kansas did not meet his expectations and returned east. Manhattan settler Isaac Goodnow recalled that two-thirds of the party he came with “failed in the hour of trial” and went home. Julia Lovejoy’s letters, while from a woman who stayed in Kansas, nonetheless give often heart-rending evidence of the difficulties of migration, including illness and the high costs of travel and provisions. Hardship often eroded settlers’ good intentions and undermined their resolve to stay. The connection between migration, residency, and voting thus was not clear to many on the Kansas border, a situation that complicated popular sovereignty’s implementation. Without intending to, popular sovereignty raised these issues but provided no answers.

Before the election, Andrew H. Reeder, the first of a long series of Kansas territorial governors, issued a proclamation that “A voter must dwell here at the time of offering his vote.” This seems unambiguous. But as the foremost student of migration and voting, Kenneth Winkle, notes, widespread migration in the nineteenth century had eroded the link between residency and voting. “Intention” to settle in that locale, even without fulfilling residency requirements, became a sufficient voting prerequisite for many Americans, especially on the frontier. Nor did it help that significant fraud occurred in Kansas elections.

Democracy requires elections to reveal the people’s will. Senator William H. Seward recognized this when, seeing that the Kansas–Nebraska bill would be pushed through Congress, he told Southerners, “Come on then, gentlemen of the Slave States. Since there is no escaping your challenge, I accept it in behalf of the cause of freedom. We will engage in competition for the virgin soil of Kansas, and God give the victory to the side which is stronger in numbers as it is in right.” The crucial factor, as Seward recognized, was “numbers.” But numbers have to be counted, a process that frequently invites fraud.

The census preceding the March territorial election recorded 2,905 voters in Kansas Territory. Yet more than six thousand votes were cast, overwhelmingly favoring proslavery legislative candidates. A congressional investigation later found almost five thousand of these votes to be fraudulent. Some allowance could be made for new migrants who truly intended to remain in Kansas but were not counted in the census. At Lawrence a newly arrived party of New Englanders immediately went to the polls. Missourians felt the census undercounted them, for it had not counted settlers who had claims in Kansas but wintered in Missouri. But all observers noted large numbers of Missourians crossing the border for election day. These parties of Missourians were well organized, well armed, and “well corned.”

16. Kenneth J. Winkle, The Politics of Community: Migration and Politics in Antebellum Ohio (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 63. Joel H. Silbey, The American Political Nation, 1838–1893 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), also pointed out the laxity of suffrage requirements. Citizenship was not always required, and residency requirements were lenient and often unenforced. Judges of elections rarely challenged voters, and even those challenged frequently were allowed to vote. The prevailing sentiment was that adult white men’s suffrage was a basic right of free government. See Silbey, The American Political Nation, 142–44.
At some polling places, observers watched Missourians vote repeatedly, sometimes by exchanging hats and coats to slightly alter their appearance. Some judges of election dispensed with the oath that voters were required to swear, while others modified it so that nonresident voters could take it in good conscience. Judges who would not go along with these new procedures were either out-voted or intimidated into resigning. Not only did the Missourians swell the proslavery vote, but they suppressed the free-soil turnout. Many freesoilers were intimidated enough by the sight of Bowie knives that they did not even attempt to vote. Others reported that their efforts to cast ballots caused fights.20

Missourians rationalized their own voting by pointing to eastern migrants whom they considered “imported” to the territory and “hired” solely to vote. Some cited a group of Pennsylvanians who voted but did not remain in the territory, having decided to leave even before the election. The failure of many eastern migrants to make permanent homes in the territory gave credence to these charges. Missourians also felt that Reeder should have called for the election in the fall, before the spring migration from the East had taken place. If the election had been held earlier, Missouri settlers clearly would have predominated.20

Most important, Missourians argued that on the frontier, future plans mattered as much as actual residency. A handbill encouraging Missourians to vote insisted that an intention to reside in the territory, not actual ownership and residence on a claim, was the true qualification: “By the Kansas act, every man in the Territory on the day of the election is a legal voter, if he have not fixed a day for his return to some other home.”21 A border settler later explained that he voted in 1855 although still living in Missouri because he intended to move to Kansas and was “naturally anxious to have a voice in moulding the institutions under which I designed to live.”22 One Missourian took the doctrine of intent to the extent of voting for his nine-year-old son because “he had made him a claim on Bull Creek, adjoining his own, and he expected Jemmy would become a resident of the Territory and a voter.”23 As Jemmy’s vote indicated, many Missourians stretched the doctrine of intent beyond its reasonable limits. That Missourians knew their claim to intent was weak is suggested by the remarks of a Missouri man, who pointed out that although voters were required to take an oath swearing to their residency, “No man was ever sworn that he would not go away.”24 With that reading of intention, Missourians could, and did, cross over for the day and consider themselves residents eligible to vote.
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Election irregularities were typical of the antebellum United States. Thomas Hart Benton wrote that fall of "elections governed by violence and terror," referring to Kentucky and Missouri, as well as Kansas. Missourians overdid it. The scope of fraudulent voting raised eyebrows even in a society of widespread voting irregularities. In any case, a free-soil memorial to Congress protested that the Kansas–Nebraska bill "is made to mean popular sovereignty for them—serfdom for us." A Northern man called the Missourians' actions "The practical exposition given . . . to the Douglass doctrine of 'Squatter Sovereignty.'"  

Free-soil settlers reacted by rejecting the "bogus" territorial legislature and its laws. To accept a fraudulently elected body would be to submit to slavery rather than the self-government promised by the Kansas–Nebraska Act. Freesoilers chose to "repudiate" the territorial laws as "no laws for us, the makers being not of us."  

After the March election, freesoilers boycotted territorial elections. Declaring that the invasion of voters from outside the territory had "defeat[ed] the object" of the Kansas–Nebraska Act, free-soil settlers declared they had no recourse but "forming a government for themselves." Freesoilers organized an extra-legal movement called the Topeka government, whose name commemorated the town where freesoilers chose to become freestaters. They asked for immediate admission to the Union as a state, warning as one Topeka settler did, "Admit us not and we are but slaves."  

This free-state movement demonstrated mixed feelings about popular sovereignty. One free-state leader, James H. Lane, called it "a miserable delusion." Lane, a Democrat who had voted for the Kansas–Nebraska Act as an Indiana congressman and then migrated to Kansas in April 1855, reflected the free-soil disillusionsment that popular sovereignty had failed to enact the people's will. Nonetheless, popular sovereignty was administration policy. Acknowledging that reality, a free-soil memorial to Congress after the March election begged "enforcement," rather than abandonment, of the "Kansas bill." Charles Robinson, governor of the extra-legal Topeka movement's "state" of Kansas, invoked all the prophets of popular sovereignty from Cass to Douglas in appealing to President Pierce. Just May 11, 1855. Some Southerners also objected to Missourians' attempts to "control the elections" in Kansas. See C. F. Brennan to J. S. Rollins, May 10, 1855, folder 28, roll 2, James F. Rollins Papers, Western Historical Manuscript Collection. See also other letters to Rollins during May 1855, ibid.  
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as often, however, freestaters used the rhetoric of the American Revolution with its promise that the power to create and dissolve governments inheres in the people.\textsuperscript{33}

Proslavery adherents reacted to the Topeka movement by condemning it as “treasonable” and proclaiming themselves the Law and Order Party. Law and Order proponents argued that, having failed to win the election, the Topeka movement sought to subvert popular sovereignty and rule. If the Topeka movement succeeded, proslavery partisans would be reduced to the status of slaves themselves.\textsuperscript{34}

President Pierce admitted to “irregularities” in electing the territorial legislature, but he considered it “legitimate” while deeming the Topeka movement “revolutionary” and potentially “treasonable.” Douglas joined the president in blaming the freestaters’ “revolutionary movements” for Kansas’s turmoil. But Pierce and Douglas’s efforts to blame free-soil voters could not obscure the fact that Kansas’s problems, which in 1856 exploded into outright fighting, only called popular sovereignty into question.\textsuperscript{35}

Democrats resisted identifying popular sovereignty as a failure. The party platform in 1856 reaffirmed that the principles of the Kansas–Nebraska Act were “the only sound and safe solution of the slavery question.” Presidential nominee James Buchanan endorsed Kansas–Nebraska as “founded upon principles as ancient as free government itself.”\textsuperscript{36} As a practical matter, however, Buchanan had emerged as the leading contender for the nomination precisely because, absent in Europe as a diplomat in 1854, he was not personally “identified” with that controversial legislation.\textsuperscript{37} The Democratic Party sought to both endorse and evade popular sovereignty.

The Republican Party had emerged in 1854 as an alliance of anti-Kansas–Nebraska forces. As such, the party rejected popular sovereignty altogether in favor of congressional prohibition of slavery in the territories. Republican strength grew with popular sovereignty’s mishaps. “Douglas has been perfectly whipped out of his self government, non-intervention & popular sovereignty dogmas,” Illinois Republican Lyman Trumbull gloated to Abraham Lincoln in the summer of 1856.\textsuperscript{38} For Republicans, the failure of popular sovereignty merely confirmed the inherent antagonism between slave society and self-government. In his journal, Edward Bates charged, “The Demagogues of Democracy have well nigh destroyed the power of the U States over the Territories, by granting powers in the people of the Territories, which cannot be exercised, & exciting hopes which cannot be gratified.”\textsuperscript{39} The 1860 Republican platform called popular sovereignty “a deception and fraud.” Republicans denied that territorial legislatures could legalize slavery.\textsuperscript{40}

But determining when slavery could be prohibited from a territory, as the Republicans demanded, was precisely another of popular sovereignty’s ambiguities. The Kansas–Nebraska Act did not specify at what point before statehood a territory could decide whether or not to have slavery. Could a territorial legislature decide, or did the decision have to be made when settlers wrote a state constitution? Some Southerners argued that slavery could not be excluded until the point of statehood and the writing of a state constitution. Northerners believed that the heart of popular sovereignty was the ability of the territory, while yet a territory, to exclude slavery.\textsuperscript{41}
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The territorial government proceeded with no clear guidance on this issue. In his first message to the territorial legislature, Governor Reeder charged its members to “temporarily prohibit, tolerate or regulate Slavery in the Territory.” One observer felt that Reeder tilted toward the Southern position in this statement. The legislature proceeded to pass a draconian slave code. Missourian Benjamin Stringfellow announced, “They now have laws more efficient to protect slave property than any State in the Union.” John Geary, one of Reeder’s many successors as governor, believed the territorial legislature had violated popular sovereignty by foreclosing the possibility of excluding slavery. The ambiguity of when in a territory’s development slavery might be excluded increasingly split the Democratic Party. The Northern, Douglas wing argued that slavery could be excluded while a territory, but the Southern wing did not believe a territory could exclude slavery until statehood. President James Buchanan, in his inaugural address, tried to dodge the issue entirely, saying that “when” the people of the territory could decide about slavery was “of little practical importance” and deferred to the Supreme Court.

Buchanan referred, of course, to the 1857 Dred Scott decision in which the Supreme Court ruled that slavery could not be prohibited from the territories. This ruling was a blow to both the Republican Party’s belief in congressional prohibition and Douglas’s popular sovereignty formula. Douglas struggled to salvage popular sovereignty with the Freeport Doctrine. In an 1858 senatorial election debate against Abraham Lincoln in Freeport, Illinois, Douglas asserted that residents of a territory could still prohibit slavery by failing to pass local legislation to support the institution. In an 1859 article for Harper’s New Monthly Magazine he further elaborated on how local will over slavery could supersede Dred Scott. By then, however, the Lecompton controversy had made popular sovereignty seem even more problematic than had the 1855 territorial election.

While much attention has been paid to the fighting of Bleeding Kansas, the Lecompton crisis of 1857–1858 really was more important in revealing the problems that popular sovereignty created. In the summer of 1857 a proslavery constitutional convention wrote the Lecompton Constitution. The problems that popular sovereignty created were clearly revealed in the Lecompton crisis of 1857–1858. As Stephen Douglas stated in his 1858 report, the Lecompton Constitution did not reflect the will of the people of Kansas. Article VII of the constitution protects the institution of slavery, an institution that the majority of Kansas residents opposed.

tion, named for the territorial capital where the delegates met. Although, as the Buchanan administration would later argue, the constitution technically was the product of a legal process, once again the product did not reflect the sentiments of free-soil settlers, who now constituted the majority of Kansans. Fearing fraud, freesoilers had boycotted the election that produced the Lecompton delegates. Nonetheless Buchanan’s appointee as governor, Robert J. Walker, promised—and insisted that he had the president’s sanction for the promise—that the convention’s work would be submitted to the voters. However, the proslavery delegates, who only grudgingly yielded to the pressure for popular ratification, crafted a submission formula that seemed to deny a real choice. Voters could not reject Lecompton altogether. Arguing that the submission formula gave them no chance to totally eliminate slavery from the territory, freestaters boycotted the ratification election. Lecompton with slavery passed overwhelmingly, with more than six thousand votes compared to fewer than six hundred for Lecompton without slavery. Freestaters held their own ratification election, offering a straight yes or no vote over any version of Lecompton, which the proslavery side boycotted, and defeated Lecompton by more than ten thousand votes. But the Buchanan administration paid no attention to that referendum. Under pressure from Southern Democrats, Buchanan endorsed Lecompton. The president argued that the Lecompton convention proceedings were “fair and regular on their face” and that it would have been a “dereliction of duty” not to submit the constitution to Congress. 46

Like the president, Southerners rationalized that Lecompton was a perfectly legal document. After all, the people’s will could only be ascertained through legal methods. “[T]he wild cry of the infuriated mob is not the people’s will,” pointed out Congressman James S. Green. In addition, although the whole constitution was not submitted, the important element, the slavery provision, had been. In fact, whether to submit the constitution at all was the proper decision of the convention. 47
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Like the president, Southerners rationalized that Lecompton was a perfectly legal document. After all, the people’s will could only be ascertained through legal methods. “[T]he wild cry of the infuriated mob is not the people’s will,” pointed out Congressman James S. Green. In addition, although the whole constitution was not submitted, the important element, the slavery provision, had been. In fact, whether to submit the constitution at all was the proper decision of the convention. 47

An 1860 cartoon caricaturing Stephen Douglas as a “squatter sovereign” prepared to defend the will of the people in Kansas.


47. Congressional Globe, 35th Cong., 1st sess., 1858: 901–8, 521–27; Richmond (Virginia) Enquirer, January 8, 1858; Stampp, America in 1857, 266–68; Robert M. T. Hunter to Shelton F. Leake, October 16, 1857, in Charles Henry Ampler, Correspondence of Robert M.T. Hunter, 1826–1876 (New York: Da Capo Press, 1971), 237–41. Virginian Henry Wise was an exception to Southern endorsement of Lecompton. Wise thought the South had lost popular sovereignty’s race to populate Kansas. Although “thrown into despair” by that failure, he felt the South should be “demanding nothing but what is right, and submitting to nothing that is wrong. I could not, therefore, sanction the Lecompton farce & fraud which attempted to coerce a people in adopting their organic law.” Henry A. Wise to David Hubbard, March 3, 1859, Henry Alexander Wise Papers, Special Collections Library, Duke University, Durham, N.C.
ut Lecompton was rejected by Northern Democrats, led by Douglas, and Republicans. Douglas found himself in the odd position of agreeing with Republicans that Lecompton violated the people’s will. Senator Charles E. Stuart called the Lecompton Constitution “a trick and a fraud upon the people of Kansas.” Douglas agreed with those sentiments, but Republicans saw Lecompton as a not entirely unexpected result of popular sovereignty. An Ohio Republican derided Buchanan as a “natural fool” who “Squatted down on Squaters Sovereignty.” Lyman Trumbull, an Illinois senator, complained that originally the North had been told Kansas–Nebraska embodied true democracy but now was being told settlers could not exclude slavery. Republicans charged a conspiracy to make Kansas a slave state.

Douglas, in contrast, saw Lecompton as a perversion of popular sovereignty. He insisted that Lecompton was not the will of the people and that Congress must reject it. After Buchanan submitted Lecompton to Congress, Douglas rose to protect the principle of popular sovereignty, saying “he thought it was a clear violation of the organic act to force an obnoxious Constitution” on Kansas. Douglas looked on the Lecompton controversy as a “great struggle for principle”: “the great fundamental right of every people to make their own constitution of government under our political system.” As a practical matter, Northern Democrats such as Douglas feared the political consequences at reelection time if they supported the “prevented submission” of slavery offered by Lecompton. Some Northern Democrats sought a way to placate constituents while holding the Democratic Party’s Northern and Southern wings together.

Congressional Democrats found a “face-saving” way out of the Lecompton crisis through the English compromise. This agreement, which bore the name of antislavery Congressman William English, resubmitted the Lecompton Constitution to the voters of Kansas. English compromise supporters claimed that the land grant in the Lecompton Constitution necessitated this submission. It was widely acknowledged, however, that the land grant merely was a pretext for offering Kansans the chance to vote on all of the Lecompton Constitution. This pretext, it was hoped, would satisfy most Northern Democrats without offending Southern ones. Some, including Douglas, still objected that the English bill attempted to coerce a result: Kansans were offered a substantial land grant if they accepted Lecompton or indefinite postponement of statehood if they refused it. Opponents of the English bill called it both a bribe and a threat. Senator Henry Wilson summed it up as “a conglomeration of bribes, of penalties, and of mediated fraud.” Despite the combination, Kansans solidly defeated Lecompton at the August 1858 referendum called by the English bill.

The Lecompton crisis, like the territorial elections that had thrown Kansas Territory into turmoil, revolved around popular sovereignty’s technicalities. Specifics of residency, timing, and fraud, important though they were, differed from another set of problems popular sovereignty posed. For the people of both sections, North and South, popular sovereignty’s apparently easy prescription of democracy to cure the nation’s ills actually raised as many questions as it answered. In the North, a powerful abolition movement challenged whether a Christian society could tolerate slavery. Northerners were unsure whether democracies could decide moral issues.

Douglas’s answer was a resounding yes, because religion had no business intruding into politics. At the time of debate over the Kansas–Nebraska Act, its political oppo-

51. S.A. Douglas to J.A. McClernand, February 21, 1858, box 1, McClernand Papers.
ments specifically cited its spreading of a moral evil as a reason to oppose it. Democrats opposed to Kansas–Nebraska called on Christian ministers to make themselves heard in this controversy. That profession responded with a petition condemning Kansas–Nebraska as a “moral wrong . . . exposing us to the righteous judgments of the Almighty.” Douglas vigorously denied the right of the ministers to intervene as men of God rather than as citizens by claiming a special insight as to His will. Douglas, in fact, never viewed slavery as a moral issue. Democrats also traditionally had been wary, in issues such as temperance, of enforcing morality by legal coercion. One man’s immorality might be another’s culturally acceptable freedom. Douglas asserted that morality was a private matter for the slave owner’s conscience. More than that, majority rule and self-government were the highest moral principles for Douglas and the Democrats.\textsuperscript{55}

Many Northerners, however, believed it less simple to separate morality and politics. The abolition movement was rooted in the evangelical fervor of the Second Great Awakening. Some abolitionists viewed slavery as the greatest sin troubling the United States. To achieve the moral perfection many Christians sought, slavery must be eliminated. Whigs, and later Republicans, had been more sympathetic to legally restricting moral evils such as drink and Sabbath-breaking. In this tradition, Whig lawyer Abraham Lincoln reacted to the passage of the Kansas–Nebraska Act by deploring its replacement of the founders’ moral prohibition of slavery with “the right to choose wrong.”\textsuperscript{56}

But many Northerners as well believed that the U.S. Constitution protected slavery. So did Lincoln, who condemned slavery with one breath and then promised to respect Southern rights with the next. Lincoln resolved that dilemma between the Constitution and slavery by emphasizing the Declaration of Independence, with its promise of equality, as the essential founding document. Slavery inherently was immoral because it violated that tenet of equality. And Kansas–Nebraska, because it legitimated inequality by accepting the right of some people to vote to enslave others, also violated equality and hence self-government. Lincoln and the Republicans, however, limited action to prohibiting slavery extension. Where slavery already existed, Lincoln and his party privileged the Constitution and the need to preserve the Union over their moral objections to slavery.\textsuperscript{57}

Other Northerners, such as Kansas guerrilla John Brown, struck against the sin of slavery without attempting to reconcile this contradiction. Some abolitionists, most famously William Lloyd Garrison, who publicly burned the document, rejected the Constitution precisely because they believed it accepted slavery. Black abolitionist Frederick Douglass argued that it had been perverted by the Southern dominance of antebellum politics.\textsuperscript{58}


Southerners, of course, affirmed that slavery was both Christian and constitutional. In addition to finding biblical sanction for slavery, Southerners reconciled slavery and democracy by arguing that blacks’ racial inferiority rendered them incapable of the free government celebrated by nineteenth-century Americans. Further, white Southerners argued that, as all societies required a laboring class, black enslavement rendered the political and social equality of whites possible. Southerners also could point to slavery as being constitutionally protected. But as the Northern population grew faster than the Southern, they feared that a constitution emphasizing democratic majorities might infringe on the constitutional rights of minorities. Popular sovereignty raised that question directly.

Southerners had recognized this problem since South Carolina senator John C. Calhoun began formulating theories that would protect Southern slave rights from a growing Northern population and political majority. The “common-property” doctrine adopted by many Southerners argued that the territories belonged to all states equally and that the institutions, that is, slavery, of some states could not be prohibited from the territories at all. One Southerner wrote that whatever method was used to prohibit slavery from the territories, whether it be congressional prohibition or the vote of Northern settlers, “In either case, the Constitution is violated.” Another Southerner feared that with growing Northern power in Congress, “This majority can mould the Constitution to their own purposes. What will Constitutional guarantees be worth under such circumstances?” Historian William Cooper has argued that Southerners fought so hard for Lecompton because failure to bring Kansas in slave would nullify the accomplishments of the Dred Scott decision: “the great battle over constitutional rights would have been fought in vain.” By 1860 many Southerners made their continuance in the Democratic Party conditional upon congressional protection of slavery in the territories, a condition Northern Democrats could not accept. Northern Democrats saw Southern acquiescence in Kansas–Nebraska as acquiescence to popular sovereignty’s grant to “all future Territories perfect sovereignty and independence in reference to all municipal questions and matters.” In reality, Southerners took the best deal they could get in 1854, that being popular sovereignty. When it failed to protect their interests, their fealty to it eroded.
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Nonetheless, most Southerners accepted popular sovereignty in 1854 because at least it removed the Missouri Compromise’s prohibition on slavery in the northern half of the Louisiana Purchase. Popular sovereignty removed what many Southerners viewed as a “stigma” against slavery, although it did not insist that slavery be allowed into the territory. “What is this Nebraska Bill itself, but an intervention by Congress to remove a restriction on the free ingress and occupancy of slavery in the territories?” For one Southerner, the Kansas–Nebraska Act was “the great act which struck the brazen collar of inferiority from our necks.” Robert Hunter recalled that the Kansas–Nebraska Act’s repeal of the Missouri Compromise was a “moral triumph” because, “although not all that we thought the South entitled to,” that is, federal protection of slavery in the territories, Kansas–Nebraska at least “removed an unjust and odious discrimination against her domestic institutions from the statute book.”

In another variation, Southerners insisted that if the majority wanted slavery, the minority had no right to protest. When the clerk of a Missouri River steamboat jest ed about abolition, he abruptly was ordered to “Shut up” because “we’re in a section now, where you can’t say that there word, not even in jest. . . . You’ll have to respect the wishes of the sovereign people; it’s them that’s to rule;—d-ye hear, Mister?” Such was the rationale of the Blue Lodges, organizations such as the Platte County Self-Defensive Association, whose purpose was just as much to police antislavery sentiment in Missouri as to spread human bondage into Kansas. The title “self-defensive” itself indicated its members’ fears that undermining slavery would threaten their property, and even their lives, by encouraging slave insurrection. Weston, Missouri, minister Frederick Starr ran afoul of the self-defensives because he was believed to be too abolitionist and too friendly with blacks. He was ordered to leave the region. The persecution Starr described was part of a long tradition of using ostracism and even violence to stifle dissent against slavery.

Looking back after many years, Lawrence Mayor John P. Usher chose to celebrate freedom of opinion as the fruit of popular sovereignty. “All say and do as they please, and say and do it in peace and without injuring anybody. That is the condition which we have reached under the Kansas–Nebraska Act.” Usher was wrong. This “condition” did not exist until after a bloody civil war had resolved the slavery issue, eliminating the right to support slavery.
Even the eventual admission of Kansas did not amount to an endorsement of popular sovereignty. In the spring of 1860 Kansas again applied for admission, this time under the free-state Wyandotte Constitution. The House of Representatives voted to admit (134 to 73), but the Senate postponed the admission bill because of Southern opposition. Not until Southern senators withdrew from that chamber, their states having seceded from the Union, did the Kansas admission bill pass the Senate: “with all the curious accompaniment of anticlimax, the Kansas issue, so long the Congressional firebrand, was settled tamely enough.”

That settlement, however, brought no meeting of the minds on the meaning of popular sovereignty or the issues it raised. Rather, one side of the debate simply withdrew to do battle of another kind.

The Civil War, not popular sovereignty, resolved both the moral issue of slavery and its constitutional status. War legitimated antislavery by incorporating it as a war aim in the Emancipation Proclamation and by enshrining it in the Gettysburg Address. And war destroyed constitutional property rights to slaves with the Confiscation Acts, Emancipation Proclamation, and Thirteenth Amendment.

But the Civil War resolved only the tensions created by slavery. It did not provide guidance as to how a democracy resolves other issues where morality, constitutional rights, and politics conflict. No other issue has produced the cataclysmic trauma slavery did, but that does not mean democracy has become transparent or the fissures revealed by popular sovereignty have disappeared entirely. The 2000 election exposed a system still plagued by imperfect voting procedures and alleged fraud. In the abortion issue, political commentators and historians discern the same blend of morality, constitutional rights, and politics that made the slavery issue so volatile.

Yes, popular sovereignty failed. But its failure cannot be dismissed as either the mere poor performance of a “blundering generation” of politicians or an aberration in United States political history. Rather that failure cuts to the heart of democracy’s ability to function when morality and constitutional rights confront each other within the political system. Without doubt, the Kansas–Nebraska Act could have been better drafted, preventing some of the conflict in Kansas, but the failure of popular sovereignty was the failure of self-government itself. That failure has sobering lessons for today.
